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Description

PROVIDING TELEPHONY SERVICES FOR A SIP-CLIENT VIA A MOBILE SERVICE SWITCHING

CENTRE (MSC) OF A CIRCUIT-SWITCHED NETWORK

The invention relates to a method for providing originating

and terminating telephone services to a client of a packet-

switched network.

A Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a packet-switched net

work protocol for creating, modifying and terminating a ses

sion with one or more participants. SIP-based voice networks

comprise, according to the state of the art, an SIP-server

"RegS", at which SIP-client terminals register with their

current IP (Internet Protocol) -addresses . The RegS server

also provides the identification and authorisation of the

SIP-clients and the IP-address routing between two SIP-

clients A and B . The SIP-based voice network further com

prises application servers "AppS" that are included into the

SIP-signalling if additional application functions are

needed. SIP networks also need connections to circuit-

switched TDM (Time Division Multiplex) networks to enable

calls from the SIP network to a TDM network, e.g. a GSM

(Global System for Mobile Communications) . In many cases me

dia gateway servers "MgS" for the transit to TDM (Time Domain

Multiplex) -telephony network are part of the SIP-based net

work .

Standard solutions for a SIP-based voice network are de

scribed in the standards 3GPP TS 23.228 and TS 23.278. Ac

cording to these standards, SIP-application servers are used

to control the services for the SIP client together with the



SIP-Registrar/Proxy and with an additional SIP client data

base. TDM nets are usually IN (Intelligent Networks) networks

that provide telephony services like operator determined bar

ring services or prepaid services.

For the transit from the SIP network to the IN (Intelligent

Network) services of the TDM net, a special SIP-application

server is standardized. This type of SIP voice networks re

quires a plurality of servers that need to be specially pro-

grammed.

It is an object of the invention to provide a method for pro

viding originating and terminating telephony services to a

client of a packed-based network, which can be provided by

less complex servers. It is also object of the invention to

provide a method for establishing a connection from a cir

cuit-switched wireless telephony network to a client of a

packed-based network by using less complex servers. It is

further object of the invention to provide a respective mo-

bile service switching centre and a communication system.

A method for providing originating telephony services to a

secondary client of a packed-based network is provided, in

which the secondary client of the packed-based network uses

the same MSISDN (Mobile Subscriber ISDN) number as a primary

mobile client being subscribed to the circuit-switched wire

less telephony network. Originating services are the services

that are provided to the calling party, the so-called A-side.

The method comprises a step of receiving, at a mobile service

switching centre (MSC) , a call from the secondary client via

the packet-switched network. An IN-service "SIP-S" is trig

gered. IN stands for Intelligent Network and describes a net

work architecture, which enhances the call telephony services



by the additional services like toll free calls and prepaid

calls. "SIP-S" is a name being chosen for this service, any

other name could be used for it. The IN-service "SIP-S" exe

cutes the services that are subscribed by the mobile client

at the circuit-switched wireless telephony network. These

services are for example operator determined barring services

or the control of displaying the telephone number of the

calling party and are normally provided by a Visited MSC

(VMSC) .

A mobile switching center (MSC) is an ISDN telephone switch

with mobile-specific functions. An MSC connects calls between

two or more user terminals. A Gateway MSC establishes a con

nection between the mobile network and another network like

an analog PSTN, a second mobile network or a data network.

The Visited MSC is the MSC that is connected to the base sta

tion subsystem in with a roaming mobile phone is currently

located.

The IN-service "SIP-S" further checks if Originating CAMEL

Subscription Information (O-CSI) services are subscribed by

the mobile client. The IN service "SIP-S" marks the call if

O-CSI services are subscribed.

This method provides a telephony connection from an SIP-based

voice net, which is connected to circuit-switched wireless

telephony network like the GSM-network. New IP-based voice

services may be provided with this concept. For example, a

GSM user will be provided with a SIP-client for his IP-

terminal in addition to his SIM (Subscriber Identifier Mod

ule) -card for his GSM-terminal . The IP-terminal e.g. a desk

top computer or a laptop. The SIP-client will be addressed by

the same user telephone number MSISDN as the GSM-terminal.



If the MSISDN of user having such an SIP additional services

is called, both the GSM-terminal and the SIP-client ring, of

course only if the device is currently registered in the GSM

respectively the SIP-net. The connection between the SIP-net

and the GSM-net of the service provider may be toll free for

the user. The user may use the access to the SIP-net of the

service provider via the internet. This provides a worldwide

availability and cheap calls using the internet with the SIP-

client as in alternative to the GSM roaming.

By triggering the IN-service "SIP-S", the same services as

the services of the GSM-net are provided for the calls that

are made by the user from his SIP-client to the TDM-users.

The next steps are executed by one MSC or a plurality of

MSC' s . Within the packet-switched network the call from the

secondary client just needs to be directed to the MSC such

that the need for administrating the user specific services

within the SIP-network does not exist any more. The informa-

tion about the subscribed services is kept just in the Home

Location Register (HLR) of the telephony network and does not

need to be copied to the SIP-network. Accordingly, the archi

tecture of the SIP-network becomes less complex.

According to an embodiment, the mobile switching centre (MSC)

detects from a first prefix added to the dialled number of

the call if the call comes from a client of the packet-

switched network. If there is no prefix the call comes from

the mobile telephone e.g. via base station subsystem or a

UMTS radio access network (UTRAN) . The use of prefixes is

common in many MSC 's, such that the triggering of the IN-

service "SIP-S" may be implemented in the MSC just by repro-

gramming .



In a further embodiment the call is marked by a second pre

fix, if O-CSI services are subscribed. Such a prefix also can

easily be detected by MSC, which then emulates the character

istics of the special O-CSI. The circuit-switched wireless

telephony network is preferable a GSM or a UMTS network for

which it is advantageous to provide the same services for a

client using his SIP service by the described method, because

the international roaming is expensive.

In an embodiment the message further comprises the steps of

transferring the call from the secondary client to a media

gateway server (MgS), if the secondary client calls an E .164

number. In a further step, the media gateway server put the

first prefix (Pl) at dialled number. These steps can be pro-

vided by the standard function of a SIP-application server

and respectively of a media gateway server. These servers do

not require special functions for the voice services in addi

tion to the already available function needed for the data

services .

If the IN-service "SIP-S" gets information about the sub

scribed services from the HLR, the user data does not need to

be stored in additional register for the SIP service.

The invention also provides a method for providing terminat

ing telephony services to a secondary client (SIP-client) of

a packet-switched network (SIP network) . The secondary client

(SIP-client) of the packet-switched network is identified by

the same MSISDN number as a mobile client being subscribed to

the circuit-switched wireless telephony network. The method

comprises the following steps which are executed by a gateway

mobile switching centre (GMSC) . First the call attempt is re

ceived from the circuit-switched wireless telephony network.

The call may originally derive from a telephone of the wire-



line PSTN, but is routed to the GMSC, which is part of the

circuit-switched wireline telephony network.

As a further step, the terminating telephony services, which

are subscribed by the mobile client, are executed. These ser

vices are for example the service for a call redirection. The

last service being subscribed by the circuit-switched wire

less telephony network may be the assignment of a personal

ring back tone. The GMSC receives the MSRN (Mobile Station

Roaming Number), which enables to route to the mobile client.

As the next step the connection setup to the mobile client is

continued. The call is routed to the mobile client, which

starts to ring. In parallel, a IN-service "SIP-S" is exe-

cuted, which initiates a connection to the secondary client.

The establishing of the connection to the secondary client is

provided by the GMSC. This has the advantage that the re

quirements for the SIP-net are minimal. The packet-switched

network does not need any specific functionality for the

voice services besides the routing of the calls. For the cir

cuit-switched wireless telephony network e.g. a GSM network,

new functions are only needed in the GMSC and in the server

for the new IN services in that the new IN-service "SIP-S"

needs to be implemented. The TDM user data basis in the HLR

can be reused. The new service specific functions may be in

troduced as software updates in existing GSM-net nodes. Ac

cordingly, the method can be implemented with minimal costs.

If the "SIP-S" IN-service initiates the connection to the

secondary client by adding a third prefix (P3) to the MSISDN

number, the routing may easily be implemented, because this

prefix function is already part of existing media gateway

servers .



In an embodiment, the connection of the call is built up to

the client that picks up first. The clients are the secondary

client and the mobile client. The attempt to connect to the

client, which does not pick up first, is cancelled. The user

has the possibility to choose if he wants to use the mobile

phone or the SIP-client, e.g. a laptop with a headset, to re

ceive the call.

If the secondary client picks up first, the GMSC may send a

"no-charge-indicator" to the charging server of the circuit-

switched wireless telephony network. The user that receives

the call may avoid expensive roaming calls by receiving the

call by the secondary client.

To avoid the CAMEL standards restriction that only one T-CSI

service can be triggered by the GMSC, the subscription of the

IN-service "SIP-S" may be stored in the national supplemental

GSM service subscription.

For the signalling between all concerned network nodes in the

SIP-net and in the GSM-net only standardized messages are

used. This allows the use of different suppliers and also re

sults in cost reductions. In the first phase of SIP-based

voice services it is expected that a high majority of the

calls being initiated by SIP-clients are directed in the ex

isting GSM-net. Accordingly, the proposed method, at which

routing of all calls, which are initiated by the SIP-clients

to any E .164 number is done via a media gateway server into

the TDM-net, can be run profitably. This is also the case if

the B-user currently uses only the SIP-client and a routing

of the media gateway server is disadvantageous.



The routing of calls between two SIP-clients may be optimised

by a SIP interface to the A-side functions of the SIP-S ser

vice in further embodiments.

The invention also relates to a mobile switching centre

(MSC) , which comprises a receiving unit for receiving a call

attempt from a secondary client (SIP-client) . This secondary

client is subscribed to a packet-switched network that is

identified by the same MSISDN number as a first, mobile cli-

ent being subscribed to a circuit-switched wireless telephony

network.

The MSC further comprises a first trigger unit which triggers

an IN-service "SIP-S". The IN-service "SIP-S" executes the

services subscribed by the mobile client in the circuit-

switched wireless telephony network. The IN-service further

checks if O-CSI (Originating CAMEL Subscription Information)

services are subscribed. The IN-service may run on the MSC

itself or at a separate SCP (Service Control Point) . The MSC

also comprises a second trigger unit that recognizes from the

marking at the dialled number if O-CSI services are sub

scribed.

The triggering of the IN-services is performed by the MSC.

Accordingly, no separate user data basis for the voice ser

vices is needed in the SIP network. The SIP client be authen

ticated in the SIP net. Of course, authentication data per

user is needed therefor.

In an embodiment, the receiver unit detects by a first prefix

(Pl) added to the dialled number if the call attempt is ini

tiated by a client of the packet-switched network.



If dialled number of a call attempt is marked by adding a

second prefix (P2) the second trigger unit preferably trig

gers the O-CSI- based services of the calling party.

The invention also relates to a mobile service switching cen

tre (MSC) , comprising a receiver for receiving a call attempt

from the circuit-switched wireless telephony network. The di

alled MSISDN number of the call attempt identifies a secon

dary client (SIP-client) of the packet-switched network (SIP-

net) and a first, mobile client of a circuit-switched wire

less telephony network. The MSC further comprises an execut

ing unit that executes the services subscribed by the mobile

client. A trigger unit of the MSC triggers an IN service

"SIP-S" which initiates a connection to the secondary client.

A connection unit establishes a connection to the mobile cli

ent and in parallel a connection to the secondary client un

der the control of the IN service "SIP-S".

The MSC makes it possible to provide the call attempt to both

clients and to provide all terminating services independently

which client is used. The user data of the circuit-switched

network is used without the need for an additional user data

basis for the telephony services in the packet-switched net

work .

In an embodiment, the mobile switching centre routes the call

to the secondary client by the help of a third prefix (P3)

being added to the called MSISDN number.

The connection unit and the execution unit establish the con

nection to the client which picks up first and terminate the

connection to the other client under the control of the IN

service based on standardized CAMEL leg management proce

dures. These procedures are described in the CAMEL standards.



Preferably, the mobile switching centre (MSC) comprises the

means both for the outgoing calls and the incoming calls. Ac

cordingly, the SIP-S service has two parts, one for the in-

coming calls and one for the outgoing calls.

The IN service "SIP-S" may be executed on a separate SCP to

reduce the load of the MSC.

The invention further provides a communication system with a

above-described mobile switching centre and a Media Gateway

Server as a connection between the mobile switching centre

and a packet-switched network. The Media Gateway Server has a

first means for adding a first prefix (Pl) to the dialled

number of the call from the secondary client and for routing

the call to the mobile switching centre. The Media Gateway

server has a second means for routing a call from the mobile

switching centre to the packet-switched network.

If the second means of the Media Gateway Server further com

prises a stripping unit for stripping a prefix of MSISDN num

bers .

The subject-matter of the invention will be best understood

from the following description of specific embodiments when

being read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a packet-switched network con

nected and a circuit- switched telephone network.

Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the method for providing origi

nating GSM telephony service to a client of a cir

cuit-switched network calling a B-party with an

E .164 number.



Figure 3 shows a schematic of a circuit-switched telephony

network connected to a packet-switched network.

Figure 4 shows a flowchart of the method for providing termi

nating GSM telephony services for a client of a

packet-switched network when being called.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a packet-switched network con-

nected to a circuit- switched telephone network. It also dem

onstrates how a call proceeds from a SIP-client to a circuit-

switched telephony network. In Figure 1 , a packet-switched

network with a SIP-client, a SIP domain and an MgS server is

shown. A GSM net with a GMSC, a HLR and a MSC is connected to

a SIP-S SCP and to an O-CSI SCP and a PLMN/PSTN.

The arrows in Figure 1 indicate the proceeding of the call

from the SIP-client. Figure 2 shows the respective flowchart

of the method for establishing a connection from a SIP-client

to a PSTN-number. The method provides GSM based voice ser

vices for SIP-clients in case of a SIP-client initiated call

to PSTN-number.

The SIP-client, which is a desktop computer, is connected to

a SIP domain, e.g. via a DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) net

work. The SIP domain comprises a RegS/Proxy server at which

the SIP-client registers when connecting to the SIP domain.

Usually, as part of the registration procedure, the SIP-

client authenticates itself. In step 201, the SIP-client

calls an E .164 number, which may be e.g. the MSISDN number of

a mobile phone or a number of a phone in public switched

telephone network. If there is a call from an SIP-client to

an E .164 number, the RegS server directs this call to the MgS



server, which is a media gateway server. The call is e.g. a

Voice-Over IP (VoIP) call.

In step 202, the media gateway server sets a prefix "Pl" for

all calls from the SIP domain and forwards this call to a mo

bile service switching centre, which acts as a transit MSC.

In figure 1 , the GMSC acts as a transit MSC. The GMSC re

ceives the call from the MgS according to step 203 and

checks, in step 204, if the prefix Pl is set.

If the Prefix Pl is set, the IN service "SIP-S" is triggered.

This new service is introduced for all calls of the user

originating from the SIP-client. The IN-service "SIP-S" is

executed as the first GSM service in the MSC after the call

having entered the TDM-net in step 203.

The IN service "SIP-S" is provided by a Service Control Point

(SCP) . SCP' s are net elements of an IN telephone network and

realise additional services.

The media gateway server puts a prefix Pl to all outgoing

calls from SIP-client domain, whereby the prefix is specific

for this SIP-client domain. In existing media gateway servers

the setting of a prefix is an already implemented function.

In the MSC the IN-service "SIP-S" is triggered based on the

prefix "Pl". The A-side functions of the IN-service "SIP-S"

can be triggered in every MSC that supports a number related

net trigger function (CAMEL standard N-CSI-trigger function) .

The "SIP-S" service may use an own user data basis or an in

terface to the HLR of the A-user for the A-side functions.



For all calls from the SIP-client the IN-service "SIP-S" exe

cutes, during the establishing phase of the connection, those

GSM services that in case of a roaming GSM terminal are exe

cuted by the visited mobile service switching centre (VMSC) .

The execution of the services is done on the basis of the re

ceived MSISDN-A number, the telephone number of the SIP-

client and at the same time of the mobile phone of the user.

These services, being normally provided by the VMSC are espe

cially the operator determined barring services in step 206,

by which e.g. international calls can be barred, and the con

trol of the display the A-telephone number of step 207. "A"

is always specific the calling party, in this case the SIP-

client. "B" indicates the receiving terminal.

In step 208, the IN-service "SIP-S" further determines if an

Originating CAMEL Subscription Information (O-CSI) triggered

IN-service is to be invoked and determines which service has

to be invoked, if any. This O-CSI triggered service may be

e.g. a prepaid or a virtual private network. If no O-CSI ser-

vice is assigned to the A-number, the normal call setup is

executed in step 211. Depending on the second IN-service/O-

CSI service to be triggered, the "SIP-S" service puts a spe

cific prefix "P2" to the received B-number in step 209 and

then terminates.

After terminating the IN-service "SIP-S" the MSC may trigger

the IN-service, which is assigned to the A-user via the O-

CSI, based on the same trigger mechanism and the prefix "P2".

In step 210, the MSC emulates the characteristics of the spe-

cial O-CSI (like specific service key, SCP-address or use of

TDP) . The MSC may use a location number being specific for

the SIP domain, such that this IN-service may execute un

changed. Finally, the call is routed from the GMSC to the

PLMN or the PSTN net.



There is no specific SIP-application server needed for voice

services. The SIP-net is only expected to route calls with

E .164 numbers from and to the media gateway server, and SIP-

net must be able to unambiguously determine a SIP-client on

the basis of the MSISDN.

For outgoing calls, the SIP-net must be able to hand over the

MSISDN of the calling SIP-client as "calling party number"/A-

number to the TDM-net. For incoming calls from the TDM-net,

the SIP-net must be enabled to hand over the "calling party

number"/A-number to the client.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the networks being used for es-

tablishing a call from the TDM-network, e.g. a PSTN or a GSM

network, to a SIP-client. In Figure 3 , a PLMN/PSTN network

and a GSM-net that comprises a GMSC-server and a Home Loca

tion Register (HLR) are shown. The GMSC-server is connected

to a SCP for the T-CSI services and to a SCP for the SIP-S

service. Both SCP 's are part of the GSM net, too. The GSM-net

further comprises a visited MSC (VMSC) , which is connected to

a base station that establishes a wireless connection to a

mobile phone. The SIP domain comprises a RegS/Proxy server,

which is connected to SIP-client. The SIP domain is connected

to the GMSC via a mediated gateway server (MgS) .

Figure 4 is a flowchart of the method for providing terminat

ing GSM telephony services for a client of a packet-switched

network when being called using the networks of Figure 3 . For

all incoming calls to the user's MSISDN the subscribed GSM-

net services and a potential IN-service being provided by the

T-CSI are executed first and unmodified. A subscribed GSM-net

services may be e.g. an immediate call redirection.



Not until the last GSM-net service has been triggered (e.g.

assigning the personal ring back tone) , the GMSC triggers the

B-side functions of the IN-service "SIP-S". An example for

the last GSM-net service is the assigning of the personal

ring back tone.

The IN service "SIP-S" has a A-side being called for outgoing

calls as described with respect to figures 1 and 2 and a B-

side which is described in conjunction to the figures 3 and

4 .

The GMSC receives a call from the PLMN or the PSTN in step

401. The GMSC executes the service being subscribed in T-CSI

and, in step 402, all termination GSM services according to

the subscribed standard procedures. All terminating GSM SS

(Supplementary Service) services are executed, too.

The IN-service "SIP-S" is only triggered in step 403 if the

B-user has subscribed the SIP-client in the circuit-switched

wireless telephony network. Therefore, the GMSC would need a

second subscribed B-side IN-trigger of T-CSI. This is cur

rently not supported by the CAMEL standard. Accordingly, a

supplier specific trigger method must be used.

A standardized method for national GSM supplemental services

(natSS) can be used for this purpose. To mark a B-user having

a SIP-client the HLR uses a SS-code from the block that is

reserved for the national supplemental services natSS. This

is a method being standardized in the MAP (Mobile Application

Part) signalling SRI-response . Each GMSC in the Home PLMN

(HPLMN) of the B-user must know all natSS values and must be

able to evaluate them. With the new natSS value being speci

fied for the "SIP-S" service the GMSC triggers the new IN-

service "SIP-S" according to step 403. Such supplier-specific



trigger function is already available e.g. in the Siemens

MSC. To avoid the current CAMEL restriction - only one termi

nating IN trigger/T-CSI is allowed in the SRI-response from

the HLR - other supplier-specific methods are possible.

For incoming calls to the user with SIP-client the B-side

functions of the IN-service "SIP-S" provide the establishing

of a second connection to the SIP-client in the SIP-net in

parallel to the establishing of a connection to the GSM ter-

minal . For this purpose the IN-service "SIP-S" controls the

GMSC with the help of specific standardized IN-operations .

One of these operations is the "InitiateCallAttempt" (see the

3GPP TS 23.078 and TS 29.078, CAMEL phase 4). With the help

of the routing prefixes "P3" that the IN-service "SIP-S" puts

at the beginning of the MSISDN-B (in step 404) the establish

ing of the connection is done in step 404. The media gateway

server routes to the SIP-client in the SIP-client domain.

This is done in parallel to the establishing of the connec

tion to the GSM terminal by the help of the MSRN. The proce-

dure "Merge" is used when the SIP-client picks up.

The establishing of the two call attempts is executed by per

forming the CAMEL leg management which setups a call via the

MSISDN or MSRN to the mobile client and executes a call at-

tempt to the SIP-client by the P3-MSISDN number.

The media gateway server (MgS) strips the routing prefix "P3"

in step 406. This stripping function is already present in

existing media gateway servers.

Both terminals, the SIP- client and the mobile phone, start

to ring according to step 407. The IN-service SIP-S monitors

both connection attempts and ensures that the call is deliv

ered to the terminal that replies first. The other parallel



establishing of the connection is terminated. After the call

has been delivered the IN-service "SIP-S" terminates.

If the B-user is charged, e.g. if he uses a prepaid service

and is currently in a foreign network, the charging is trig

gered as if the connection would be established to the GSM

terminal of the B-user. This is because the triggering of the

charging is done before the triggering of the B-side func

tions of the IN-service "SIP-S".

But if the incoming call is forwarded to the SIP-client the

charging would need to be adapted in the GMSC and potentially

also in an IN-service e.g. prepaid services being triggered

by the T-CSI. This is not yet fully supported in the CAMEL

phase 4 standards for the IN-functions of mobile networks. In

the ETSI/ITU standards for the IN-function of the wireline

networks such charging operations are already specified.

The special case, that the connection to the SIP-client is

always free of charge, can be supported by the GMSC already

by the standardized CAMEL functions in the GMSC. The GMSC can

determine that the connection to the SIP-client is free of

charge according to the prefix "P3" without support by the

IN-service "SIP-S". The GMSC may forward a "no-charge-

indicator" to a GSM charging function being activated for the

user and/or to a T-CSI triggered IN-service being activated

for a user with charging function via a CAMEL signalling e.g.

by the operation "EventReportBCSM" for the event = T-answer.



Abbreviations employed:

CAP CAMEL Application Part

MSC mobile service switching centre

GMSC Gateway Mobile Switching Centre

PSTN Public switched telephone network

PLMN Public land mobile network

OCSI Originating CAMEL Subscription Information

IN Intelligent Network

IP Internet Protocol

SCP Service Control Point

SIP Session Initiation Protocol

MgS Media Gateway Server

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

UTRAN UMTS radio access network

VMSC Visited Mobile Service Switching Centre

MSRN Mobile Station Roaming Number

MSISDN Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number



Claims

1 . Method for providing originating telephony services to a

secondary client (SIP-client) of a packet-switched network

(SIP network) , the secondary client (SIP-client) of the

packet-switched network being identified by the same

MSISDN number as a first, mobile client being subscribed

to a circuit-switched wireless telephony network,

the method comprising:

- receiving, by a mobile service switching centre (MSC) ,

a call attempt from the secondary client via the

packet-switched network,

triggering an IN-service which executes the originat

ing services subscribed by the mobile client at the

circuit-switched wireless telephony network and which

checks if the call if Originating CAMEL Subscription

Information (O-CSI) services are subscribed by the mo

bile client and which marks the call accordingly.

2 . Method according to claim 1 ,

in which the mobile switching centre detects by a first

prefix (Pl) added to the dialled number of the call if

the calling party is a client of the packet-switched net

work .

3 . Method according to claim 1 ,

in which the call is marked by the IN service via a sec

ond prefix (P2) if O-CSI services are subscribed by the

calling party.

4 . Method according to claim 3 ,

in which the O-CSI services are triggered by the mobile

switching centre (MSC) if the call is marked by a second

prefix (P2) .



5 . Method according to one of the claims 1 to 4 ,

in which the circuit-switched wireless telephony network

is a GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) or a

UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) net

work .

6 . Method according to one of the claims 1 to 5 ,

further comprising the steps

- transferring the call attempt from the packet-switched

network to a media gateway server (MgS) if the secon

dary client calls a E .164 number,

adding, by the media gateway server, the first prefix

(Pl) to the dialled number of the call.

7 . Method according to one of the claims 1 to 6 ,

in which the IN-service get the information about the

services being subscribed by the mobile client from the

Home Location Register (HRL) of the circuit-switched

wireless telephony network.

8 . Method for providing terminating telephony services of a

circuit-switched wireless telephony network to a secon

dary client (SIP-client) of a packet-switched network

(SIP network) , the secondary client (SIP-client) of the

packet-switched network being identified by the same

MSISDN number as a first, mobile client being subscribed

to the circuit-switched wireless telephony network, com

prising the following steps, being executed by the Gate-

way Mobile Service Switching Centre (GMSC) :

receiving a call attempt from the circuit-switched

wireless telephony network to the MSISDN number of the

secondary client and the first, mobile client,



executing the services subscribed by the first, mobile

client,

continuing connecting setup to the first, mobile cli

ent,

- executing an IN service which initiates a connection

to the secondary client.

9 . Method according to claim 8 ,

in which the IN service initiates the connection to the

secondary client by adding a third prefix (P3) to the

called MSISDN number.

10. Method according to claim 9 ,

in which the connection is established to the client

which picks up first and the initialisation of the con

nection to the other client is cancelled.

11. Method according to claim 10,

in which the Gateway Mobile Switching Centre (GMSC) sends

a "no-charge-indicator" to the charging server if the

secondary client picked up first.

12. Method according to one of the claims 10 to 11,

in which the subscription of the IN service

is stored in the national Supplemental GSM Subscription

(natSS) .

13. Mobile service switching centre (MSC), comprising:

a receiving unit for receiving a call attempt from a

secondary client (SIP-client) being subscribed to a

packet-switched network, the secondary client (SIP-

client) of the packet-switched network being identified

by the same MSISDN number as a first, mobile client be-



ing subscribed to a circuit-switched wireless telephony

network,

a first trigger unit which triggers a IN-service which

executes the originating services subscribed by the mo-

bile client in the circuit-switched wireless telephony

network and which checks if O-CSI (Originating CAMEL

Subscription Information) services are subscribed by

the calling party and marks the dialled number of the

call attempt,

- a second trigger unit that recognizes from the marked

dialled number of the call attempt if O-CSI services

are subscribed.

14. Mobile service switching centre according to claim 13,

in which the receiver unit detects by a first prefix (Pl)

added to the dialled number if the call attempt is initi

ated by a client of the packet-switched network.

15. Mobile service switching centre, according to one of the

claims 13 or 14,

in which the second trigger unit recognizes via a second

prefix (P2) of the dialled number if O-CSI services are

subscribed and triggers O-CSI based services of the call

ing party.

16. Mobile service switching centre (MSC), comprising

a receiver for receiving a call attempt from the cir

cuit-switched wireless telephony network, the MSISDN

number of the call attempt identifying a secondary

client (SIP-client) of the packet-switched network

(SIP-net) and a first, mobile client of a circuit-

switched wireless telephony network,

a executing unit that executes the telephony services

subscribed by the mobile client,



a trigger unit triggering a IN service which initiates

a connection to the secondary client

a connection unit which establishes a connection to

the mobile client and in parallel a connection to the

secondary client under the control of the IN service.

17. Mobile service switching centre according to claim 16,

in which the call is routed to the secondary client by

the help of a third prefix (P3) being added to the MSISDN

number of the call.

18. Mobile service switching centre according to claim 17,

in which the connection unit and the execution unit

establish the connection to the client which picks up

first

- and terminate the connection to the other client under

the control of the IN service based on standardized CAMEL

leg management procedures.

19. Mobile service Switching Centre according to one of the

claims 13 to 18,

which executes a method according to claims 1 to 7 in

case of a call from a secondary client (SIP-client) be

ing subscribed to a the packet-switched network, the

secondary client (SIP-client) of the packet-switched

network being identified by the same MSISDN number as a

first, mobile client being subscribed to the circuit-

switched wireless telephony network,

and which executes a method according to one of the

claims of 8 to 12 in case of a call from the circuit-

switched wireless telephony network to a MSISDN number

identifying a secondary client (SIP-client) of the

packet-switched network (SIP-net) and a first, mobile



client of a circuit-switched wireless telephony net

work .

20. Communication system, comprising

- a mobile service switching centre according to one of

the claims 13 to 19,

and a Media Gateway Server as a connection between the

mobile switching centre and a packet-switched network,

the Media Gateway Server

- having a first means

for adding a first prefix (Pl) to the dialled

number of the call from the secondary client

and for routing the call to the mobile switching

centre,

- and having a second means for routing a call from

the mobile switching centre to the packet-switched

network.

21. Communication system according to claim 20,

in which the second means further comprises a stripping

unit for stripping a prefix of MSISDN numbers.
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